SPORTING CODE SECTION 5

1.1.1.3 The competition skydiving parachuting disciplines are.

3.3.2 CF Records

Large Formation Sequential and Full Break Large Formation Sequential

The record performance for the Large Formation Sequential record and Full Break Large Formation Sequential is the number of persons (not less than 25% (rounded up) of the size of the Largest Formation Record (World or Continental Regional, General or Female, as appropriate) at the time the sequential record is performed) to perform complete a sequence of two or more formations, giving a separate record performance for each number of formations completed.

A written plan of the record performance(s) describing the formations and the transitions to be attempted and the persons involved must be submitted in advance to the Judges. The formations and the transitions must be performed as described in the plan completed as described with all named personnel in the formations.

All persons in the completed formations must be connected by at least one grip either taken by the person or taken on the person.

A grip is a hand hold or a foot hook on an “A” line or front riser (both as defined in the relevant Competition Rules)

(1) Large Formation Sequential

In the transition from one formation to the next, at least 35% of the persons in the first formation must either release all of their grips and all grips on them must also be released or be a member of a released sub-group, consisting of no more than four persons.

None of the released grips included in this 35% may be retaken in the next formation.

Each person or group must redock in a different position or on a different set of grips.

Each subgroup must be clearly presented and remain intact as a subgroup from the grip release until the correct completion of the next formation. Simultaneous separation during the transition is not required but total separation must be shown at some point in time during the transition as shown in the written plan

(2) Full Break Large Formation Sequential

In the transition from one formation to the next, all grips must be released. No new grip may be taken by any person until all grips held by or on that person have been released. Simultaneous separation between persons is not required.

None of the grips may be retaken in any of the subsequent two formations in the sequence.

After the group has completed three different formations, the group may elect to return to the first formation (allowing the first set of grips to be retaken) and repeat the sequence or may elect to continue the sequence with three, new different formations.

In any set of three formations, the position taken by a person in a particular formation relative to each other person must be different to that taken by that person in the previous and subsequent formations.

None of the depicted grips from any previous formation may be retaken in the same position in any of the subsequent formations in the sequence for up to three formations. Each person must redock in a different position or on a different set of grips.

After the group has completed three different formations, the group may elect to return to the first formation and repeat the sequence (allowing the first set of grips to be retaken) or continue the sequence of formations with a new, different formation.
4.1.2 Schedule of Organisation

(1) World Para-Ski Championships will be organised in accordance with the schedule determined by the ISC PS Committee.

(2) A Parachuting World Cup of Champions may be organised in any year.

(3) The schedule for other competitions is tentative as a guideline for potential organisers and bids. The intent is to alternate every year between WPCs and World Cups. The actual schedule depends on Plenary decisions regarding bids:

- **2020 Mondial or WPCs and World Cup of IS**
  - 2021 Mondial and WISC (Tanay & WISC Liptovsky, Slovakia)
  - 2022 Parachuting World Cups and World Cup of IS (World Cup ST&ACC Czech, World Cup SP+WS Eloy (?), World Cup FS+AE Voss (?), World Cup of IS Belgium)
  - 2023 WPCs and WISC (WPC FS+AE+SP+WS Eloy (?)) WPC ST&ACC+CF Belarus, WISC Katowice)
  - 2024 Parachuting World Cups and World Cup of IS
  - 2025 Mondial or WPCs and WISC

5.2.5 Calling the Parachutists/Indoor Skydivers

(4) The minimum time, referred to in (3) above, does not apply to:

- Tie-breaking jumps for AL and ST, which will be made as soon as possible after the previous jump. Add SP en WS Performance?

5.2.11 Re-jumps, Re-performances

The question was raised if a re-jump/re-performance should have the same status (value) as a regular jump/performance. If so, when a team fails to make the re-jump/re-performance this would lead to a normal penalty as per SC5. If there is no more time, the round would not be valid, which is different from current wording by which a team would receive the maximum/minimum score.

The competition committees are currently divided on the subject but will need future discussion.

5.4 Penalties

(2) When the severity of the infringement has been established and confirmed by the Jury, penalties will apply as follows:

(a) Technical Infringement (and same for Serious Infringement under 5.4.(2) (b))

(b) For each technical infringement by a competitor or team, a penalty equal to 20% (rounded down) of the highest score of the team, to which the competitor belongs, or of the individual competitor for any competition jump/performance up to the time of the infringement will be deducted in determining the actual final event score of that team or that competitor.

CP, WS and Dynamic, a clear definition of which score (raw or percentage) is needed, and a standardisation is desirable.

6. Terminology

- Change “Parachuting” Judge to “Skydiving” Judge. In line with overall wording. Agreed on by the Judges Committee.
FCEAD – no changes.

FAI controller handbook – no changes yet. But it will be updated during 2021 if the Jury composition as per JDG and R&R proposals are accepted.

Jury Handbook – no changes yet. But it will be updated during 2021 if the Jury composition as per JDG and R&R proposals are accepted.

Internal Regulations – possible proposal for an update, as by 1st Vice-President.